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Few words about this magazine
This magazine is a collection of the latest educational technology resources from around
the web. Its emphasis is on topics like problem solving and computer science, web and media
literacy, design, collaboration etc. These are all crucial skills in a changing world but are not
widely taught in traditional educational setups. That’s why you will not find apps to practice
multiplication tables here. Our twitter handle shares more traditional stuff as well so check it
out.
While this magazine can be used by both educators and learners, our target audience are
the learners, especially the self learning kind. Hence in this magazine you will find resources
which can not only be taught in a classroom setting or in a homeschooling family’s living
room but can also be learnt by an independent learner on his own. Resources are not
categorized age-wise.
If you like this magazine subscribe to the
mailing list and the next issue will be delivered to your inbox, for free.
Happy learning!

Naveera
(Editor)

Naveera Ashraf
Muslim, unschooling mother of three, writer, coder,
wannabe hacker and maker. When not bullying
my brain into learning something new I bake
sourdough bread and try to grow vegetables. Learn
more about me at:

naveeraashraf.com
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Spot Light
Web Literacy with Mozilla
Learn 21st century skills such as problem solving, collaboration, creativity and communication with Mozilla’s web
literacy kit.

“As people learn to read,
write, and participate on
the web, a cross-cutting
set of 21C Skills emerge as
skills critical to success in
today’s world. They enable
individuals to become
teachers, advocates, and
community leaders to
leverage and advance the
web as an open and public
resource.”
Computer Science and Coding
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Read Write and Participate on the Web
Web Literacy with Mozilla is a framework of entry level activities to learn basic web skills.

Knowing how to read, write, and participate in the digital world has become the 4th basic foundational skill next to
the three Rs—reading, writing, and arithmetic—in a rapidly evolving, networked world. Having these skills on the
web expands access and opportunity for more people to learn anytime, anywhere, at any pace. Combined with 21C
leadership Skills (i.e. critical thinking, collaboration, problem solving, creativity, communication), these digital-age
skills help us live and work in today’s world. Whether you’re a first time smartphone user, an educator, an experienced programmer, or an internet activist, the degree to which you can read, write, and participate on the web
while producing, synthesizing, evaluating, and communicating information shapes what you can imagine—and
what you can do.

Read

Write

Participate

Web Literacy Skills:
Evaluate
Synthesize
Navigate
Search

Web Literacy Skills:
Design
Code
Compose
Revise
Remix

Web Literacy Skills:
Connect
Protect
Open Practice
Contribute
Share

Reading on the web is a critical
skill for engaging content online.
They can be viewed as “exploring,”
or “navigating the web.” Just
as traditional reading requires
knowledge of the text and
concepts of print, reading online
requires a basic understanding of
web mechanics.

Computer Science and Coding

Writing on the web enables one
to build and create content to
make meaning. New genres
that blend texts and tools have
emerged on the open web and
are often referred to as making.
Learning through making involves
constructing new content.

Participating on the open web
requires knowledge of how to
create, publish and link content,
and an understanding of security
in order to keep content, identity,
and systems safe.
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Five Drag and Drop Programming
Languages to learn coding
Computer programming or coding is rapidly
gaining attention in the education circle.
And what was believed to be the territory of
Software engineers and Computer Scientists is
now becoming a child’s play – literally.
The advent of drag and drop programming
interface has put computer programming into
every one’s reach. But why should everyone
learn to code?
As the new technologies are emerging,
knowing some coding or at least
understanding how computers work will
make us better equipped to interact with
the technology around us and use it to its
full potential. And it is not difficult either.
At least not if you are using drag and drop
programming languages.
So what are drag and drop programming
languages? As the name suggests, a drag
and drop programming language is a visual
Computer Science and Coding

interface where without knowing the syntax
(syntax is like the spelling and grammar of a
computer programming language) you can
still program a computer by dragging puzzle
like pieces and fitting them together. Once you
have fitted the blocks correctly your program
will execute or work.
The beauty of drag and drop programming
is that everyone, even small kids, can use
them and without getting distracted by the
semi-colons and curly braces, you can focus
on the actual logic behind the algorithms
(Algorithms are the logical steps into which
we break a task to make it understandable to a
computer)
Below I am listing five most popular drag and
drop programming languages. All of these
look kind of similar but every one of these has
something which sets it apart from the others.
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Code.org

Code.org is a non-profit whose goal is to broaden the
reach of computer programming to everyone. You can
watch their mission statement in this video.
For anyone who wants to learn about computer
programming from the very beginning, code.org is one of
the best places to start. They offer courses or activities
for kids as young as 4 year-olds all the way up to 18 yearolds. All the courses are made up of activities which are
self-explanatory and easy to use but get increasingly
challenging.

Computer Science and Coding

Activities at code.org teach the basic programming
principles like breaking tasks into smaller components,
sequencing, repeating through loops, decision making
through conditionals etc. You can choose the full length
courses, an accelerated version of the courses, or if you
are in a hurry you can give their hour of code version a
try which features many of the famous Disney characters.
Once you are ready to go a step further, you can try their
App Lab which teaches JavaScript.
If you are an educator you will find curriculums, lesson
plans and more at their educator’s section.
But being a coding mentor for kids (I run free coding clubs
for kids 7-14 in Johannesburg) the stuff I like the best on
this site are their unplugged activities. These activities
teach the underlying computer science principles in a
hands-on way. You don’t even need a computer to do
them.
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Scratch

an app for younger learners who are not yet fluent
in reading.

Learning to code, like learning anything else, is
The brain child of life long kindergarten group at
best done with others. Fortunately, Scratch has
MIT Media Lab, Scratch is a ground breaking drag
a thriving community of users, educators and
and drop programming language. It packs lots of
tinkerers, who not only share their creations for the
power into an easy to use interface. Unlike code.
world to see and learn from, but they are also very
org, where you are given a guided course, you
energetic in helping others through the scratch
can use Scratch for open ended exploration and
forums.
development. Make your own games, animations,
If you are an educator, take some time exploring the
tell digital stories or anything else you may imagine.
ScratchEd site where educators from all over the
You can use Scratch online or if you prefer you can
world share resources and stories of how they are
even download an offline editor to use when you
using scratch.
are not connected to the internet. Scratch also has
Computer Science and Coding
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js running on Raspberry Pi!

Touch Develop

Designed by the software giant Microsoft, Touch
Develop has everything we can expect in a state
of art drag and drop programming language.
The interface is easy to use; the language is
powerful enough to satisfy even an intermediate
programmer. It runs in HTML5, which means it
can be run on ANY platform, be it Mac, Windows,
Chromebooks, Android or iOS.
There are lots of guided tutorials available, along
with a complete instructor led course curriculum.
Touch Develop even lets you program embedded
devices - be it Arduino, ARM embed boards, or node.
Computer Science and Coding

But the feature I like the best in Touch Develop is
that it lets you transition from drag and drop to a
real programming language. Touch develop editor
adapts to your skills and allows you to grow at
your own pace from drag and drop to curly braces
providing a seamless transition for learners.
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Beetle Blocks

Beetle Blocks is a graphical blocks-based
programming environment for 3D design and
fabrication. Use code to control a beetle that can
place 3D shapes and extrude its path as a tube.
Then make a 3D print!
If you are familiar with Scratch or any other drag
and drop programming, then using Beetle Blocks
is really easy. You will notice the same blocks as
Scratch. The only differences are where you get
tools like wireframes and different camera views
which are, given a 3D environment, necessary. But if
you are familiar with 3D environments you will be
right at home with these tools. And if you are new
Computer Science and Coding

to 3D environment it’s a good time to start getting
familiar with it with Beetle Blocks.

There are reference manuals and plenty of
examples to help you learn. This project is
currently in Alpha stage, and only supported on the
Google Chrome platform (although it seemed to
work fine in Firefox)
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MIT App Inventor

I particularly like this course which teaches the
principles of computer science (computer science
is a lot more than just programming) through
android app development using MIT App Inventor.
If you are a self-learner, you can still follow along.
MIT App Inventor is another drag and drop
There are tons of other apps and software available
programming language but this time for
which let you learn computer programming or
developing Android apps. The simple graphical
coding on your own. Which one have you used?
interface grants even an inexperienced novice the
ability to create a basic, fully functional app within
an hour or less. There are lots of tutorials available
which will let you design your first app within
minutes.

Computer Science and Coding
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4 Sites to learn HTML, CSS and
JavaScript for Free
So you had lots of fun coding with Scratch and other Drag-and-Drop programming languages but now
you want something more “real”. So what should be the next steps?
Before you dive into the world of computer programming you must keep in mind that it is a very vast
field. Depending on wether you want to design websites, make softwares or develop games, you will
need a different set of skills. But what if you are not decided yet about what your end goal is? What if
you just want to learn a few basic skills and get a feel for different branches before you set your mind
to any one branch?
In that case learning HTML, CSS and Javascript is the best decision. Even if you do not want to be a
website developer and want to end up, let’s say, a data scientist, having a basic working knowledge of
HTML, CSS and JavaScript in your belt will be super helpful.
Given how multi-purpose HTML, CSS and JavaScript are, the web is full of tutorials and courses
to learn these languages. But not all courses are equal and below I am sharing four of my personal
favorites. (I am a self-taught learner of HTML, CSS and Javascript)
What I really like about these four sites is that you learn by doing stuff and actually start creating
from your very first day unlike many courses where you read theory for days on end and the first
time you start creating a simple web page you realize that you have forgotten all the theory.
So without further ado here are four interactive, learn-as-you-make resources to learn HTML, CSS and
JavaScript.

Computer Science and Coding
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Mozilla Learn Web
Development
Learn web development
from scratch with Mozilla’s
superb document based
tutorials. This tutorial will
take you from installing all
of the necessary software
to making an interactive
website. Follow along writing
the code and in no time
you will have your own
website running in your own
browser.
Computer Science and Coding
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Code Academy
It is a completely interactive
site where you just follow the
steps, type some code and see
the result immediately in the
browser simulator. It is a good
option for beginners as you don’t
need to download any software
or waste time in setting things
up. But it can be limiting. So
while this site is good for some
quick practice, when you want to
dive deeper go to the next site.

Computer Science and Coding
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Free Code Camp
Free Code Camp is an open
source and free program to
help you learn HTML, CSS and
JavaScript along with many
frameworks and utilities like
Node.js. You can work through
self-paced coding challenges,
build projects, and earn
certificates, all in the browser.
The site also connects you with
people in your city so you can
code together. There is a lot of
support available and following
P.S Check out their Medium
this program end to end will
publication which is almost as
take you to full stack front end
beneficial as the site itself.
web developing.
Computer Science and Coding
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Dash
Learn coding by following
step by step instructions and
building five projects. Projects
include building your own
website, a responsive blog
theme and themes for Tumblr,
a small business website, an
animated robot designed only in
CSS and a MadLib game.
This kind of learn-as-you-build
resources are one of my favorite
way of learning as I can play
around and see immediate
results. And at the end of the
project I have something to
show.
Computer Science and Coding
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Cypher and Ecryption
Codemoji
If you want to really dive deeper into how all the
internet encryption works, Dr Chuck from University
of Michigan has an excellent open course about the
history, technology and security of internet.
The picture above may look like a string of random
emojis but when decoded it means "shift click
educational technology magazine".
Codemoji is a new game by Mozilla that teaches
basics of encryption and cypher in a fun way. Write
any message, encode it in emojis and send it to your
friends.
If you are curious about how encryptions and cyphers
work, take a look at the Encrypt site by Mozilla.
Computer Science and Coding
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Apps for Beginner Coders

Code Monkey

Turtle Blocks

Light Bot

The Foos

Cargo Bot

Fix the Factory

Computer Science and Coding
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InAnimate Alice
Inanimate Alice is an interactive
multimodal fiction, relating
the experiences of Alice and
her imaginary digital friend,
Brad, in episodes, journals, and
other digital media. An early
example of transmedia, it lets
you experience a combination
of text, sound and imagery and
lets you interact with the story
at key points.
P.S. Don’t forget to check out Alice’s language journals.

Writing

Launch Site
24

InkleWriter
Inklewriter is a free tool
designed to allow anyone to
write and publish interactive
stories. It’s perfect for
writers who want to try out
interactivity, but also for
teachers and students looking
to mix computer skills and
creative writing.

Launch Site
Writing
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Lark by
storybird

World's
Worst Pet

Book
Creator

Make and share beautiful art
inspired poetry and embellish
your poetry with illustrations.

Practice your vocabulary in a very
fun way. Isn’t the name intriguing?
World’s worst pet! Best of all it is
FREE.

Create and share your own
digital books. Or simply use it
as a super cool notebook.





  

Writing
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Three Open Courses

to take your writing to the next level
Adventures in Writing
by

Start writing Fiction

Write What You Know

by

by

Stanford

Open University

Open University

A series of graphic-novel style
learning modules designed to
help you learn more about and
practice a range of effective
written communication skills.
You’ll immerse yourself in the
adventures of Maya and Chris,
using each module’s interactive
exercises to apply what you’ve
learned.

Have you always wanted to
write, but never quite had the
courage to start? This free
course, Start writing fiction,
will give you an insight into
how authors create their characters and settings. You will
also be able to look at the different genres for fiction.

Do you want to improve your
descriptive writing? This free
course, Writing what you
know, will help you to develop
your perception of the world
about you and enable you to
see the familiar things in everyday life in a new light. You
will also learn how authors use
their own personal histories to
form the basis of their work.

Go to Course

Go to Course

Go to Course
Writing
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Science at
Home
A citizen scientist project

Launch Site
Science

ScienceAtHome is a diverse
team of scientists, game
developers, designers and
visual artists based at Aarhus
University, Denmark.
They create fun citizen
science games, with the aim
of revolutionising scientific
research and teaching by gameplay.
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Dragon
Breeder
Breed your own dragons and
learn about Mendelian genetics
Learn about genetic inheritance
as you breed dragon species,
complete phenotype missions
and meet monstrous creatures
in a cloud-hopping sky world!
Become the dragon master by
breeding all types of dragons.

Science

Launch Site
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Code Fred
survival mode
Jump inside the human body
and use physiological processes
to help Fred outrun danger in
the woods.

Launch Site
Science

Incredible phenomena are happening in your
body all the time. But have you ever stopped
to think about what keeps you breathing, how
information travels from your senses to your
brain instantly, or any of the other amazing
things that constantly happen to keep you
alive? Now you can jump inside the human body
and participate in these physiological processes
to help Fred outrun danger in the woods.
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Nano Startup
Help Dr. Jessica Winter
and her partner Kristie
start a company for a new
nanoparticle!
Nano Start Up is a science
game for kids to research and
develop a business plan for a
nanoparticle.

Launch Site
Science
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Science Explorer
from Exploratorium
Get messy, get airborne, get
loud, get shocked!
From Blowing, Bouncing,
Bursting Bubbles to Grow
spikes of crystals in the sun, you
get tons of fun stuff to do.

Launch Site
Science

Family experiments from
world famous hands-on science
museum.
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Spot Light
Spot Light

Sasol eBirds

I’m not a tech junky, but when it comes to tech that is
related to animals, I’m more than happy to become a tech
junky. Today, in my first tech post, I am going to write a
review for Sasol eBirds, the comprehensive South African
bird guide in an application form. It is a paid application
available on Google Play Store, but it is sort of worth the
price.

The first greeting is a friendly interface.

As you can see from the home page above, it has quite a
few options. It has a comprehensive list of 900+ birds in
all South Africa. With a variety of filters, it makes life easier because you don’t need to read through the index, find
the category which you think the bird you just saw would
fit into, and then browse pages on end to find the bird, as
you’d have to do in the book.

Science
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by alphabet.

Fig 1. The taxonomic index.

Sasol eBirds has two totally different
indexes, both having the same bird
species but sorted in a different way.
The taxonomic index sorts them by
taxonomy, while the alphabetic one,
well, sorts them by alphabet.

The alphabetic index is what I use
most commonly because I am mostly
just browsing through the list in picture view that can be enabled from
the top right corner, the picture icon. I
am mostly bird-watching in my house,
and occasionally a rarer bird will pop
up that will finally need identification.
Therefore, I only manage to get a brief
glimpse of the bird so I’m better off
just using that.

One of my favorite tools of Sasol
eBirds is the smart search. The normal search can come in handy if you
have a general idea of the birds’ family,
for example you’re certain you saw an
Because of the different sorting, it can owl, but don’t know what owl exactly.
But if you’ve got no clue on what bird
be easier or harder to identify using
you just saw but know it was grey,
one of the two indexes. It boils down
brown and black, had a long curving
to how much details of the bird you
bill and was the size of a crow, just
saw.
punch that information down in the
smart search and browse the results
for the closest match. I’m quite sure
a bird like that doesn’t exist, but that
was just an example.
Clearing a previous smart search is
very easy to do by tapping the little ×
at the top right of the screen.
Fig 2. The alphabetical index sorts all the species

Science

Let’s dive further into each one of
the in the smart search. Firstly, is the
‘Habitat’ option.

Fig 3. The habitat option.

This can come in handy if you’ve
seen a specific bird repeatedly in one
or more areas only. This image only
shows a few of the many habitats.
For me, the habitat feature doesn’t
come quite in handy because the only
place where I usually ‘bird’ from is my
house so it doesn’t make sense to
select even ‘Buildings & Gardens’ because I really don’t know what habitat
it otherwise visits. I usually leave this
one blank, but it can come in handy
for full time birders, so to speak. It can
also be useful when atlassing.
The features panel can come in handy
often. You can say it is the core of the
smart search. I use it often when I
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see a bird from far off but can tell it is
brown and had yellow legs, etcetera. I
use it often when I’ve seen a bird close
enough to find out its color, at the
most.
Despite that, color on its own cannot
find you a bird, for the most part. It is
easier to discover the type of a bird
than the color. The bill type and body
type all falls into this category. I have
found numerous birds by just filling
in the type and size fields. (Most of
the time, I’ve never seen the bird ever
again to confirm my ID, so I just blissfully assume it must be the one.)
The size feature comes next. It is very
convenient because, if you’re not sure
how big or small the bird you saw is,
they’ve provided you with examples
of very common birds, like Cisticolas,
Doves, Crows, and then for the very
big guys, Goose. So, when I wanted to
see what bird is that tiny little hovering bird, I just put in these entries:
Habitat: None
Features: None
Type: Long, thin probing bills
And then for size, I knew it was small-

Science

er than the average house sparrow so
it must be the Cisticola size.
In the hovering bird case, I identified it
as a sunbird and then patiently waited
for the male to arrive because the females are too similar and then further
identified it as White-bellied Sunbirds.
But my point is that is a very powerful
tool that enables you to quickly filter
out all the results in to a very narrow
list.
So, it is quite simple. However, you
may not always get accurate results. If
that is the case, just play around with
your entries in features and types and
if you did select habitat then that. Size
is roughly accurate but you can also
change that if you only saw it from a
distance. The rule of the game is that
the more details you saw, the more accurate your Smart Search results will
be as you can put more details.

400.

Fig 4. Dismissing the popup gives you a wide
range of areas to choose from.

Detecting your location with GPS can
be handy if you’re out somewhere and
are not exactly sure what area you›re
in, especially if you›re the know-itnothing type of human. (No offence
meant to anyone)

The language can also be change, and
like the location, it gives a popup as
well that states it will change the lanChanging the location is also possiguage it shows the names in. By deble. When you open the ‘Location’ field
fault, if left unchanged, it is English.
(see fig 1) it gives you a big popup stating that selecting a location will even Sasol eBirds even has a handy ‘My
List’ feature. You can log all your bird
filter the smart search results and
only show the birds in your area. This sightings with a location. Many people
helps a lot. Selecting ‘Gauteng’ as the use MS Excel spread sheets, but this
feature is quite handy. The only diffilocation can bring the count of the
birds from 950+ to something around culty that may arrive is if more than
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one people use the same device, you
would have to indicate in the ‘Comments’ section - we’ll cover it below that who really saw the bird.

If you add any comments, it also
shows those.

can see in Fig 7, it displays under both
the Crested Barbet and the Black-Collared Barbet ‘Last seen:’.

Fig 6. The bird page.
Fig 5. The logging feature is quite a handful.

You can display further details of the
sighting by tapping on the entry. Clicking on the bird’s common name within
the log page redirects you to the bird’s
own page. (See fig 6)
It also displays the location that is
specified when you make an entry or
can be edited later (If you’ve got super
great memory)
It also shows the GPS coordinates
that can be added to be super precise.
Further on, it shows you the date
and time that is specified when you
make a new entry or can be edited
later. (Again, if you’ve got super great
memory.

Science

The bird’s own page gives a detailed
description of the bird, including a
sound of it, if available. Most birds
have, but some, like the African Black
Swift, doesn’t have a sound (NOTE:
Not to be confused with a silent bird,
in which case, it doesn›t ever make a
sound.). Clicking on the ‹Log› button
enables you to log the bird in your list.
The fields are all very self-explanatory,
so I’m not going into any details.

Fig 7. Last seen as displayed in the taxonomic
index.

The last seen is also displayed in the
alphabetic index.
Clicking on the little eye icon on the
top right corner displays check boxes
next to the bird names. This enables
you to select a few birds, - namely, two
- to compare them.

After selecting two birds, it will autoYou can tap the little audio icon on the
matically take you to the comparison
top corner that allows you to listen to
screen, which displays both birds
the sound clip recording.
side-by-side. As you can see, it no lonAnother handy feature is that when
ger shows the description under the
you’re browsing the indexes, alphabet- pictures, but on the left side. Images
ical or taxonomical, it displays when
show on the very top and is selected
a bird was last seen/logged. As you
by default; under it is the map, de-
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In review:

scription and lastly the sound. Obviously, it makes no sense comparing
the Black-collared Barbet with the
Crested one; they’re nothing similar,
but this is just for the example.

It is a great application overall; for
identifying, logging, and more details
on many bird species.

Fig 8.2. Displaying a map comparison.

Fig 8. After selecting, it takes you to the comparison screen, which shows the images by default.

The screenshot below is just to further
explain the breeding map, present in
all the bird screens. I often go back to
it because I really can’t get it stuck in
my head. To find this, navigate to the
help screen and it will be there.

Aaisha
Muhammad
Aaisha is a 12 year old,
Muslim, nature enthusiast.
When not reading or
writing about nature she
photographs nature.
She blogs and shares all of
her work at

When the map icon is clicked, it displays the area map for both. In this
example, the Black-collared is on the
left and Crested on the right, allowing
you to compare their ranges.

Okay, that wraps up our review for
Sasol eBirds.

Science

About the Author:

aaishamuhammad.co.za
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Odd Bot
Out

The Everything

Machine

Think
Rolls

Build a bridge to cross an abyss.
Hot-wire and ride a rocket. Trick a
carnivorous robot plant. And face
97 other puzzling challenges using
wheels, motors, circuits, and other
building blocks

Create something as simple as
a light switch or as complex as a
kaleidoscope, a voice disguiser, a
stop-motion camera, or a cookie
thief catcher!

Learn about force, acceleration,
buoyancy, heat, elasticity and
gravity while navigating the 22
Thinkrolls characters through a
seamless maze!

  



  

Science
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Youtube Channels for the Geeks

Science
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Follow the hashtag

#shiftclickvideos

on twitter for a daily
dose of interesting
videos on a variety of
topics.
Science

Support the initiative.
Advertise with us.
info@shiftclick.co.za
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Design,
Photography
and more
Design, Photography and more
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Design & Illustration
tutorials for kids
Stick your sibling to the wall or
draw a cute cactus!
Easy step by step tutorials
written specifically for kids.
These projects are super funny
and very nicely explained
yet they teach lots of basic to
intermediate tools in Photoshop
and Illustrator.
Tip: If you don’t have Adobe Illustrator or Photoshop, try Inskspace
or Gimp which are free, open source programs.

Design, Photography and more

Launch Site
44

Photography
Mapped
Learn the basics
of a camera, using
an illustartion of a
helicopter against
buildings in this new
interactive web app.

Launch Site

Design, Photography and more
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Photoskop
An interactive, changingon-the-fly demonstration
which uses real photos
to explain photography
details like exposure
time, exposure
compensation, ISO
sensitivity, focal length,
white balance, and more.

Design, Photography and more

Launch Site
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Smartphone
Photography 101

Launch Site

Design, Photography and more

Don’t have a DSLR
camera? You can still
take great photos with
your cell phone camera.
This tutorial is a very
comprehensive tutorial on
smartphone photography
which teaches you one
of the most important
aspect of photography -

composition.
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Three Open Courses

to take your photography to the next level
Digital Photography
Exposed
by

Lectures on Digital
Photography

Documentary Photography and Photojournalism

by

by

Harvard

Stanford

MIT

Computer scientist and
photographer Dan Armendariz
uploaded his “Exposing
Digital Photography” course
for anyone to view online
for free. It explores the art
of photography, its scientific
principles, and its techniques.
Finally, it teaches students
to properly use photography
software like Photoshop or
Lightroom.

Taught by Stanford professor
Emeritus of Computer Science
Marc Levoy, the course above,
simply called “Lectures on
Digital Photography,” covers
seemingly everything you
might need to know and then
some: from the parts of a
digital camera (“every screw”),
to the formula for depth of
field, the principles of high
dynamic range, and the history
and art of photographic
composition.

In this course, you will be exposed
to the work of many great
documentary photographers and
photojournalists, as well as to
writing about the documentary
tradition. You will hone your
photographic skills and ‘eye,’
and you will work on a photo
documentary project of your
own, attempting to reduce a tiny
area of the moving world to a set
of still images that convey what
the viewer needs to know.
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Windows 10 might
capture more gamers'
hearts

Microsoft is in full swing releasing builds
to the insider ring just ahead of the Windows 10 Creators Update.
The Windows 10 Creators Update is due
to bring lots of new features and improvements for every Windows user.
As Microsoft highlights in a blog post:
“At our core, we believe each of us are
creators. I’m personally inspired by creators who use technology to build a
better world for each of us, who build
communities with technology, and who
develop revolutionary new ways to educate all types of students. However you
choose to create, we are building Windows for each of you. We want to help
you make your mark on the world and for
Windows to be the place you love to create and play.”
However, Microsoft is also bringing a lot of
changes for its biggest audience: gamers.
Windows 10 already has brought a lot of
advanced features for gamers such as DirectX 12, the Xbox app etc. But Microsoft
wants to take PC gaming to the next level
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with the Creators Update. Microsoft wants users to switch Perhaps the biggest highlighted feature of Build 15019 is
from previous versions of Windows rather quickly.
Game Mode. While originally spotted by users in the previous build, it was basically inactive. With Build 15019, Microsoft finally provided an explanation as to what this feature
Streaming to Beam
does. And with Build 15019, users will be able to try it out
Recently, in August, Microsoft acquired the popular game for themselves.
streaming service, Beam. With the Creators Update, its
integrating Beam streaming into Windows 10. Users will be Windows Central recently had the opportunity to question
able to stream directly via the Game Bar. With Build 15019, Microsoft directly about Game Mode. You can read the full
post here but the highlights were:
Microsoft seems to have enabled this functionality. Microsoft wants this streaming process to be as seamless as
Consistency
possible, so they are still tweaking the feature. We should
see more improvements ahead of launch.
The goal behind Game Mode is consistency, rather than
flat performance boosts (although it will bring some of
Custom tournaments
that too). Game Mode will prevent system tasks from stealing resources from your games, making frame rates and
I am not exactly sure how this feature will work since I
performance generally more consistent.
don’t play that many games, but this is how Microsoft describes it:

UWP is the future

The Creators Update will also bring user-generated tournaments via Arena on Xbox Live, so you can define the rules Microsoft told me that while Win32 PC games (typical of
of competition, invite friends and track tournament prog- Steam) will see some benefits from Game Mode, it will be
ress seamlessly across devices.
UWP games (typical of the Windows 10 Store) that see the
biggest improvements. This is because the UWP environment is a little more standardized than Win32, and MicroSo yes, I really can’t provide much feedback on that feature. However, I’m sure this is something lots of gamers will soft can more easily optimize the feature thus. Microsoft
love.
is working with their hardware partners, including Intel,
AMD, and NVIDIA, to make sure Game Mode is as good as
it can be, optimizing for the most popular hardware configGame Mode
urations available.
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Multi taskers, rejoice

But for hardcore gamers, there’s another reason to upgrade
from Windows 7 or 8 and take advantage of these new features.

I also asked to what extent Game Mode would degrade
Apart from gaming, I am looking forward to seeing the
your system while enabled. For now, notifications will still
many new changes and improvements with the Creators
pop, Cortana and other important Windows features you
Update.
expect to work will still run. Microsoft is still iterating on
just how much of your system it will impede when Game
Mode ships fully this spring with the Windows 10 Creators
About the Author:
Update. That said, Game Mode will dynamically disable
itself when you minimize or set your game into the background, giving your system full access to your hardware
while you begin multi-tasking. This is like how the Xbox
One works today. It sounds as though Game Mode will generally be a seamless experience for those who utilize it.

It will be enabled by default at system level.
I asked about “Game Mode enabled Universal Windows
Apps,”(a phrase that appeared in earlier documentation),
and was told that developers won’t have to do anything to
support Game Mode in their games, as it will be enabled by
default at a system level. However, Microsoft is exploring
ways developers can further leverage Game Mode for their
games to bring additional benefits down the line.

Ahmad
Muhammad

Ahmad is a 14 year old Muslim boy, an
all around tech geek. Founder of
I Spy Technology. When not writing,
he loves to ride horses and play
Minecraft.

Conclusion

Follow Ahmad on

I am an average Windows user who uses his PC for work
and some light gaming such as Minecraft. Most of these
features that I highlighted above won’t be important to me.

ahmadmuhammad.co.za
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